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ABSTRACT: The use of electrochemistry, X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy, and resonant X-ray spectroscopy has unlocked the paradox of interfacial
hole conduction through amorphous TiO2 (a-TiO2) to deposited Ni, Ir, and
Au metal catalysts. Although electrocatalysts for the oxygen-evolution
reaction derived from metallic Ir and Ni have mutually similar overpotentials
in alkaline media, Si/a-TiO2/Ir interfaces exhibit higher overpotentials than
Si/a-TiO2/Ni interfaces. The data allow formulation of full band energy
diagrams for n-Si/a-TiO2/metal interfaces for M = Ni, Ir, or Au. Although
both Ni and Ir produce band bending in a-TiO2 favoring hole conduction,
only Ni creates multiple states within the a-TiO2 band gap at the a-TiO2/Ni
interface, which produces a quasi-metallic interface at the a-TiO2/Ni
junction. Au, however, produces a ﬂat-band interface that limits hole
conduction without any new band gap states.
correlate with the concentration of Ti3+ sites in the a-TiO2
ﬁlms.
The conductivity of a-TiO2 ﬁlms is dependent on the nature
of the metal contact. Bare a-TiO2 deposited on a p+-Si
electrode produces a rectifying a-TiO2/liquid interface. The aTiO2 has a high overpotential and is a kinetically slow catalyst
for water oxidation.6,9,10 However, when coated with an
appropriate metal catalyst, such as Ni, a-TiO2-protected
photoanodes exhibit high catalytic exchange-current densities
and low overpotentials for water oxidation. Metals with greater
work-functions than a-TiO2 generally produce lower conductivities across the a-TiO2/metal interface than metals with
low work-functions. This behavior is consistent with the
hypothesis that high work-function metals deplete the Ti3+
hopping sites near the TiO2 surface and block hopping-based
conduction at the surface.9 Low work-function metals are
normally expected to produce ohmic contacts to a-TiO2 and
not deplete Ti3+ sites.11 However, Ni, a high work-function
metal, exhibits interfacial conductivity with a-TiO2 that is
comparable to that obtained by the use of metals with low

1. INTRODUCTION
Dual-junction light absorbers with tailored band gaps, typically
formed from silicon and/or III−V semiconductors, can
potentially provide high eﬃciencies in integrated photoelectrochemical (PEC) water-splitting devices.1,2 Analogous
systems incorporating triple-junction light absorbers selectively
produce reduced carbonaceous products by CO2 reduction.3−5
However, the photoactive components in Si or III−V
photoelectrodes are typically unstable in aqueous media and
either corrode or form a nonconductive passivation layer
unless protected by transparent, conducting, chemically robust
protective layers.6−8 Amorphous TiO2 (a-TiO2) coatings are
stable in highly alkaline solutions and can transfer charge from
the semiconductor to suitable catalysts. These ﬁlms can act as
protection layers and antireﬂection coatings on PEC electrodes. Notably, a-TiO2 coatings deposited at low temperatures
(<300 °C) by atomic-layer deposition (ALD) using tetrakis(dimethylamino)titanium(IV) (TDMAT) yield protected
photoanodes that allow for facile interfacial hole transport.6
Hole conduction in such systems has been proposed to
occur in the presence of a “defect” band within the band gap of
the TDMAT a-TiO2 protection layer.6,9,10 The activation
energy for conduction decreases with decreasing temperature,
indicating that neither the valence nor conduction bands are
the primary pathway for hole conduction.9 The data are
moreover consistent with a hopping mechanism between Ti4+
and Ti3+ sites. The conductivity and intensity of the gap state
emission detected by X-ray photoelectron spectroscopy (XPS)
© 2021 American Chemical Society
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RiXS using excitation energies and either the photoelectron or
diﬀerence between the excition and emitted X-ray energies,
respectively. Thus, the X-ray absorption spectrum (XAS) is
split into individual resPES or RiXS regions.
The cross section for resonant excitation (e.g., from a core to
the CB level) of an element is orders of magnitude larger than
that for elements not in resonance. The increased absorption
cross section and the decay processes of the resonantly created
core hole allow the determination of the contribution of that
element to the total density of states of the compound. Hence,
resPES and RiXS can provide the contribution of a particular
element to the full density of states. For resPES or RiXS VB
spectra, the excitation energy is scanned through the core-level
absorption energies of the elements of interest while either the
emitted electrons or X-rays are analyzed. By monitoring the
total absorption as the excitation energy is scanned, an XAS
spectrum can also be collected, enabling elucidation of the CB
states.

work-functions. Hence, properties other than the workfunction must contribute to the diﬀerences in interfacial
conductivity.9 Under oxidative conditions in alkaline media,
the top surface of a Ni contact converts to NiOx, an active
catalyst for water oxidation. Thus, Ni is the preferred material
for contacting a-TiO2 for use as a photoanode for water
oxidation.9
The operation of a photoanode depends on multiple
properties such as the optical transmission of the catalyst,7
the activity of the catalyst,12 changes in the catalyst activity
with thickness,13−15 and interfacial eﬀects between the
semiconductor and the protection layer.16,17 Direct conduction
comparisons between TiO2 and metal catalysts for water
oxidation have been performed, and they show the superiority
of the Ni coatings compared to Pt, Pd, Ir, Au, Mg, and Ti
ﬁlms.9
Deposition of ultrathin metal ﬁlms or nanoparticles on oxide
surfaces exhibits unique properties for catalytic systems.18
Deposition of thin Cr metal ﬁlms on rutile TiO2,19 treatment
of TiO2 with hydrogen20−22 or K,23 and doping of TiO2 with
nitrogen24 all result in the appearance of an XPS emission band
within the band gap of TiO2. The Ti in a-TiO2 has a distorted
octahedral symmetry (Oh) with a valence conﬁguration of O
2p6 and Ti [Ar]3d04s0, resulting in a relatively “pure” O 2p
valence band (VB) and Ti 3d/4s conduction band (CB).25
The six oxygen ligands break the Ti 3d orbitals into lowerenergy states of t2g symmetry and higher-energy states of eg
symmetry.25 Oxygen vacancies in TiO2 result in n-type doping
of the crystal and produce Ti3+ sites.25
The nature of the defect states that reside in the band gap of
TiO2 has been extensively studied.26−28,22 States in the band
gap have been observed for both crystalline and amorphous
TiO2 ﬁlms. The surﬁcial defects can be engineered to enhance
or remove these states.29,30 The defects in the bulk have
primarily been ascribed to Ti in special sites, with resonant
photoemission spectroscopy suggesting that the states are
associated with the Ti3+ centers.31,32 Theoretical calculations
suggest that oxygen vacancies can lead to both six- and ﬁvecoordinated Ti3+ sites as well as six-coordinated Ti3+−OH sites
and Ti3+ interstitials.22,27 Most of the experimental results
indicate the presence of oxygen vacancies, with recent works
suggesting that interstitial Ti3+ sites in the near-surface region
provide a major contribution to the gap state.27,26 Usually, the
gap state in the bulk of a-TiO2 is assigned to Ti3+ sites that
have a partially populated band derived from t2g orbitals, which
are formally unoccupied due to the d0 character of TiO2.33
To understand the diﬀerences in conduction between Ni, Ir,
and Au contacts, resonant photoemission spectroscopy
(resPES) and resonant inelastic X-ray scattering (RiXS)
measurements at the Ti 2p edge have been used here to
investigate the a-TiO2 gap state at buried a-TiO2/metal
interfaces. After X-ray excitation of a Ti 2p core-level electron
into an eg CB state, de-excitation from a t2g VB state into the
core-level hole creates an intermediate state with an electron
and a hole in eg and t2g bands, respectively (i.e., a d−d
transition). By our use of resonance X-ray spectroscopy, the
ground state is excited to an initial CB excited state that decays
either by emission of an Auger electron (resPES) or to a
second state by emission of an X-ray (RiXS) (Figure S1). The
lifetime of the CB excited state deﬁnes the absorption
bandwidth. The lifetime of the second state with a VB hole
deﬁnes the width of the VB resonances.34 Resonant X-ray
spectroscopy is a two-dimensional technique, with resPES and

2. EXPERIMENTAL SECTION
Films of a-TiO2 prepared by ALD6,35−37 were deposited on
degenerately doped (resistivity ρ < 0.005 Ω·cm) p+-type Si substrates.
The Si(100) wafers were ﬁrst cleaned via an oxidizing etch by soaking
for 2 min in a “piranha” solution consisting of a 3:1 ratio (by volume)
of concentrated H2SO4 (98%) to 30% H2O2 (aq) followed by 10 s in
a 10% (by volume) solution of HF (aq). The wafers were then
immediately etched for 10 min at 75 °C in a 5:1:1 (volume ratio)
solution of H2O, 36% HCl (aq), and 30% H2O2 (aq) before being
moved into the ALD chamber. The a-TiO2 was deposited in a
Cambridge Nanotech Savannah ALD reactor using tetrakis(dimethylamino)titanium (TDMAT) as the precursor. During
deposition, the sample was kept at 150 °C, TDMAT was at 75 °C,
H2O was at room temperature, and the background pressure was 0.22
Torr. A cycle consisted of a 0.1 s pulse of TDMAT, then a 15 s purge
of N2 at 20 sccm, followed by a 0.015 s pulse of H2O, and a ﬁnal 15 s
purge with N2. This process was repeated for 1500 cycles to reach
∼70 nm in thickness. Metals were deposited using an electron beam
evaporator (System 02520, Angstrom Engineering) with a base
pressure of 1 × 10−7 Torr at a rate of 0.1 to 1 Å·s−1. As appropriate,
Ni was deposited at a RF sputtering power of 150 W for 20−300 s
using an AJA International sputtering system at a rate of ∼2 nm·
min−1. Samples were then exposed to the atmosphere.
Resonant XPS experiments were performed at the soft X-ray
beamline U49/2-PGM2 at BESSY II in Berlin.38 The photon energy
resolution was ∼30 meV. All spectra were corrected for the incoming
photon ﬂux. For resPES VB spectra at the Ti 2p, O 1s, and Ni 2p
edges, the photon excitation energy was varied over a wide range
(452−475 eV; 525−550 eV; and 845−865 eV, respectively) by
sweeping the undulator gap and the monochromator in parallel. The
electron analyzer was a SPECS Phoibos 150 with a 1D delay line
electron detector, and the resolution of the spectrometer was 70 meV.
The resolution was 30 meV for XAS (CB) measurements and ∼80
meV for PES (VB). To compensate for the polarization dependence
of the resonances, samples were positioned at a magic incidence angle
of 54.7°.39 For the Ti 2p, O 1s, and Ni 2p edges, the photon energy
step size was 0.20 eV with a binding energy step size of 0.40 eV,
resulting in a total of 115, 125, and 100 VB spectra, respectively.
For select excitation energies, additional resonant XPS experiments
were performed at the Advanced Light Source, Berkeley at beamline
9.3.2 using the soft X-ray ambient-pressure XPS end station equipped
with a VG-Scienta R4000 HiPP analyzer.40 RiXS experiments were
performed at the Advanced Light Source, Berkeley at beamline 8.0.1
using the iRIXS end station equipped with two slitless variable linespacing (VLS) grating spectrographs with a resolution of ∼0.3 eV.41
XAS data were collected in the total electron yield (TEY) mode and
in the total ﬂuorescence yield mode. All data were normalized by the
incident X-ray ﬂux as measured by a Au mesh positioned upstream of
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prior to the onset of the OER for the p+-Si/a-TiO2/Ni sample.
Ir and Ni metals have mutually similar overpotentials for the
OER in alkaline media.12 Although pure Ni exhibits high
overpotentials (η10mA/cm2 = 700 mV) in KOH solution under
anodic conditions, Ni oxidizes to NiOx and extracts Fe from
the KOH solution. The NiFe catalysts show overpotentials as
low as η10mA/cm2 = 350 mV.42,12 The diﬀerence between the
best NiFe and Ir catalysts is only 50 mV. However, at a current
density of 10 mA cm−2, the overpotential for p+-Si/a-TiO2/Ir
(20 nm) was ∼250 mV larger than that of p+-Si/a-TiO2/Ni
(20 nm) (Figure 1a). Moreover, in contact with a reversible
one-electron redox couple, Fe(CN)63−/4−, the interfacial
charge-transfer kinetics decreased in the order p+-Si/a-TiO2/
Ni (20 nm) > p+-Si/a-TiO2/Ir (20 nm) > p+-Si/a-TiO2/Au
(20 nm) (Figure 1b).
The trend in the interfacial kinetics of Ni > Ir > Au does not
correlate with that of the work-function or metal nobility
because the work-functions decrease in the order Ir > Au ≈
Ni.43,44 Figure S2 shows that a Ni thickness of >2 nm was
required to produce substantial interfacial conductivity, with
ultrathin layers exhibiting essentially no conductivity. For Ir,
interfacial conductivity was observed for a metal thickness of
≥0.5 nm, with the conductivity increasing with thickness,
saturating after deposition of ∼10 nm of Ir. Hole conduction
for a-TiO2/Au was observed only for Au ≥10 nm.
Ni and Ir layers on a-TiO2 formed a smooth surface ﬁlm that
showed no distinctive surface features by SEM (Figure S3).
However, for a-TiO2/Au, at a thickness of ≤5 nm, the Au layer
was composed of nanoparticles that began to interconnect with
deposition of more Au at a thickness of ∼10 nm. The particle
size distribution for a-TiO2/Au (5 nm) indicates an average
particle diameter of 20 nm with a gap size of <20 nm (Figure
S4a). Figure S5 shows XRD spectra of samples of TDMAT aTiO2 with metal contacts ranging from 0.01 to 30 nm in
thickness. The (111) metal diﬀraction peak became more
pronounced as the metal layer thickness increased, with
additional (200), (220), and (311) peaks observed for Au. No
XRD signal from TDMAT a-TiO2 was observed on any of the
samples.
3.2. Surface Chemistry and Energetics. High-resolution
XPS data as a function of metal thickness for a-TiO2/M
interfaces for Ni 2p, Ir 4f, Au 4f, Ti 2p, and O 1s core levels
and for the VB region are shown in Figure 2. The VB spectra of
bare a-TiO2 showed the characteristic gap state at ∼1 eV
binding energy (BE), as shown in Figure 2d,h,l and Figure S6c.
The surface sensitivity of the gap state was measured by
angle-resolved XPS, and the signal intensity did not change for
photoelectron emission angles between 0 and 70° oﬀ-normal
incidence, giving no evidence of a change of the gap state at
the surface (Figure S6). The gap state was also observed by
RiXS, which probes deeper into the TiO2 because the X-ray
attenuation length is substantially longer than the photoelectron escape depth, as shown in Figure S7. Measurements
on a sample stored for over a year in air showed essentially no
change in the gap state, as shown in Figure S7.
For Ni layers with a thickness >0.1 nm, the intensity of the
Ni VB states prevented the observation of the a-TiO2 gap state
with laboratory XPS instrumentation (Figure 2d). Samples
with Ni or Ir layers showed metal oxide peaks (Figure 2a,e)
whose intensity relative to the metal peaks decreased as the
thickness of the deposited metal increased. For Ni samples,
increases in the thickness of the metal did not obscure the
metal oxide peaks, indicating that the oxide was on the metal

the sample. Energies were calibrated using the XAS of TiO2 as a
reference.
Laboratory XPS measurements were performed using a Kratos Axis
Ultra system with a base pressure of <1 × 10−9 Torr. A
monochromatic Al Kα (1486.69 eV) source with a power of 150 W
was used for all measurements. For ultraviolet photoelectron
spectroscopy (UPS), a He gas discharge lamp provided He I
excitation (21.21 eV) for measurement of the work-function of the
sample. A minimum of six samples was measured for work-function
data. Prior to UPS measurements, pure metal samples (99.99%) were
sputter-cleaned until no contamination or carbon was detectable.
Freshly prepared samples were transferred from the ALD to the XPS/
UPS system under a nitrogen atmosphere using a portable XPS
transfer suitcase. No sputter cleaning was performed because tests
showed that oxygen was preferentially sputtered.
Electrochemical characterization was performed in a threeelectrode conﬁguration using a Biologic SP-200 potentiostat with a
Ag/AgCl reference electrode and a carbon counter electrode. To
assess the conductivity of the samples, a vigorously stirred solution
containing 0.05 M Fe(CN)63− and 0.35 M Fe(CN)64− was used as the
electrolyte. Oxygen-evolution reaction (OER) measurements were
conducted in 1.0 M KOH (aq).
X-ray diﬀraction (XRD) data were collected using a Bruker
Discover D8 XRD with a microfocus X-ray source (Cu) and a
VÅNTEC-500 large microgap detector. Scanning electron microscopy
(SEM) images were obtained with an FEI Nova NanoSEM 450
microscope.

3. RESULTS
3.1. Electrochemical Performance and Surface Structure. The current density versus potential (J−E) behavior in
1.0 M KOH (aq) for p+-Si/a-TiO2/Ni (20 nm) and p+-Si/aTiO2/Ir (20 nm) contacts is shown in Figure 1a. Peaks at E =
+1.44 V and +1.35 V versus RHE, corresponding to Ni(II)/
Ni(III) oxidations and reductions, respectively, were observed

Figure 1. J−E measurements for p+-Si/a-TiO2/M. (a) M = Ni and Ir
in 1.0 M KOH (aq). (b) M = Ni, Ir, and Au in contact with 0.05 M
Fe(CN)63− and 0.35 M Fe(CN)64− (aq). The solid lines represent an
average over ﬁve samples, and the standard deviation is shown as the
shaded area.
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Figure 2. XPS data for a-TiO2/metal systems for Ni (a−d), Ir (e−h), and Au (i−l) showing core-level peaks for the metal, Ni 2p (a), Ir 4f (e), Au
4f (i), Ti 2p (b, f, j), O 1s, (c, g, k), and VB (d, h, l). The metal overlayer thicknesses are shown in the graph. The black dotted line shown in the Ti
2p core-level plots indicates the position of bulk Ti 2p3/2 core-level peaks, whereas the dashed and solid lines in (a) and (e) indicate metallic and
oxide peak positions, respectively.

ionization potentials (IP) for diﬀerent phases and surface
orientations of crystalline TiO2 were measured as 7.4 and 7.9
eV for rutile and anatase, respectively.47 Using a VBM BE of
2.94 eV gives work-functions of 4.5 and 5.0 eV, respectively,
that bracket the value measured for a-TiO2.
The band bending of a-TiO2 obtained from the changes in
the Ti 2p3/2 peak position shown in Figure 3c follows the trend
of the diﬀerence in work-function between a-TiO2 and the
metal, ΔΦ. Diﬀerences between the magnitude of the band
bending and ΔΦ can be attributed to the interface dipole and
Fermi level pinning (vide supra).
3.3. Interface Energetics and Chemistry. ResPES and
RiXS measurements were used to investigate the buried aTiO2/metal interface. These techniques can examine the
interface through the relatively thick metal layer and can
measure the VB states of a-TiO2 using resonant excitation of a
particular element. Figure 4 shows a color contour plot for
resPES VB spectra at the Ti L3,2 absorption edge for p+-Si/aTiO2/Ni (for details, see Supporting Information). The
abscissa indicates the X-ray excitation energy (452 to 475
eV) and the ordinate shows the BE of the initially formed
excited valence state (0 to 20 eV). To obtain only the resonant
contributions to the VB, an oﬀ-resonant pre-edge reference VB
spectrum (452 eV for the Ti L3,2 edge, 525 eV for O K edge,
and 845 eV for Ni L3 edge) was subtracted from all spectra at
the corresponding edge, for example, to set the intensity to
zero at the start of the scan.39 Figure 4a shows the resPES data
for p+-Si/a-TiO2. The resPES probes the properties of the top

surface and not at the a-TiO2 interface. Synchrotron XPS
depth proﬁling performed by changing the excitation energy,
and thus the inelastic mean free path (IMFP) of the emitted
electrons, revealed that the NiOx VB peak increased in
intensity as the surface sensitivity increased. For ultrathin Ni
layers of 0.3 nm thickness, XPS showed only NiOx with no Ni
metal (Figure S8b). In contrast, for thicker metallic layers, Ni0
states were observed at the Fermi energy (EF) (Figure S8).
Ambient-pressure XPS measurements indicated a metallic Ni
phase for samples under an applied potential in 1 M KOH
(aq).45 No core-level shift was observed for the metal peaks
(Ni 2p, Ir 4f, and Au 4f) (only changes in oxidation state), but
BE shifts were observed for the Ti 2p core level for a-TiO2/Ni
and a-TiO2/Ir samples.
No shoulder or change in peak shape (FWHM) was evident
for the Ti 2p core level, indicating that the oxidation state of aTiO2 did not change, that is, no chemical transition was
detected from Ti4+ to Ti3+ or lower oxidation states. Thus, the
single component for the Ti 2p3/2 and Ti 2p1/2 core levels was
assigned to Ti4+ and the shifts in the Ti 2p peak position were
assigned to band bending in TiO2 but not to a change of
oxidation state.
Work-functions (Φ) were determined by UPS for a-TiO2
and Ni, Ir, and Au (Figure 3a). The values were Φa‑TiO2 = 4.7
± 0.10 eV, ΦAu = 5.05 ± 0.22 eV, ΦNi = 5.09 ± 0.19 eV, and
ΦIr = 5.32 ± 0.12 eV, in good agreement with other
experimental studies.46,43,44 The VB maximum (VBM) for
TDMAT a-TiO2 was observed at 2.94 ± 0.10 eV BE. The
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Figure 3. He I ultraviolet photoelectron spectra of TDMAT a-TiO2/
metal, with nickel, iridium, and gold showing the work-function (a)
and VBM (b). The metals were sputter-cleaned until no
contamination or carbon was detected. (c) Energy position of the
Ti 2p3/2 core level depending on the contact metal and metal
thickness. The values were extracted from Figure 2.

surface of a-TiO2. In the resPES map, the characteristic gap
state is clearly evident at a BE of 1 eV for both the L3 (459.6
eV photon energy) and L2 edges (465.2 eV photon energy) as
well as in the VB spectrum shown in the right-hand side panel,
indicated by an arrow. After deposition of 0.3 nm of Ni, no gap
state was observed in the resPES map, as shown in Figure 4b.
When the nickel thickness was 1.3 nm, two gap states were
observed at 0.7 and 2.6 eV BEs, as shown in the right-hand side
panel of Figure 4c. For this sample (p+-Si/a-TiO2/Ni (1.3 nm),
the VB spectrum on the right axis was measured with an
increased dwell time to improve the signal-to-noise ratio.
The resPES maps for the oxygen K and Ni L3 edges are
shown in Figures S9,S10. For 0.3 nm of Ni coverage, no
oxygen VB states were observed between binding energies of
5−10 eV and photon energies between 530 and 535 eV
(Figure S9a,b), in contrast to the observations for pristine aTiO2. With increased Ni thickness, oxygen states were,
however, again observed in this BE region (Figure S9c).
Oxygen signals arise from both NiOx and a-TiO2; thus, the
states shown in Figure S9c,a may not originate from the same
species. For Ni layers <0.3 nm thick, the Ni was completely
oxidized (Figure 2a); however, for thicker layers, the Ni was
oxidized only on the top surface and was metallic toward the aTiO2 surface. Due to the shielding of overlayers and elemental
sensitivity, oxygen peaks observed for thicker layers by resPES
are associated primarily with NiOx rather than a-TiO2. The
corresponding Ni L3 edge maps are shown in Figure S10. The
two prominent features at photon energies of 853 and 854.7
eV can be attributed to Ni2+ (NiO) and Ni3+ (NiOOH) states,

Figure 4. Resonant photoemission maps at the Ti L3,2 edge of (a) p+Si/a-TiO2, (b) p+-Si/a-TiO2/Ni (0.3 nm), and (c) p+-Si/a-TiO2/Ni
(1.3 nm). The inset on the top shows the TEY-mode XAS spectrum.
For (a), the positions of the t2g and eg bands at the Ti L3 edge are
indicated. The inset on the right shows the VB spectrum at 464 eV. In
all spectra, the oﬀ-resonant contributions were subtracted using the
oﬀ-resonant VB spectra at 452 eV scaled for photon ﬂux. The black
arrows on the right panel indicate the position of the gap state. The
IMFP of VB electrons in TiO2 for an excitation energy of 464 eV is
1.2 nm and was calculated using IMFP-TPP2M.48 The IMFP gives an
approximation of the PES sampling depth.

respectively.49,50 As the Ni thickness increased, the VBM
shifted toward the Fermi energy.
Oxygen vacancies in a-TiO2 result in n-type doping.25 The
localization of the extra electrons on Ti partially populates the
t2g band, this gives rise to the XPS peak observed at 1 eV BE in
the a-TiO2 band gap. In RiXS, this behavior is observed during
resonant excitation from core levels into the eg conduction
band followed by de-excitation from the t2g band, collectively
producing a d−d loss feature.33 Considering a t2g gap state BE
of 1 eV, a VBM of 2.94 eV BE, and a band gap of a-TiO2 of
3.34 eV,6 the d−d transition is calculated to be >1.4 eV (i.e.,
the energy diﬀerence between the t2g state (gap state) and the
eg state (CB minima, CBM)). The predicted d−d loss feature
is shown in the RiXS spectra (Figure S7). The energy
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Figure 5. RiXS data of a-TiO2/Ir (a) and a-TiO2/Au (b) at the Ti L3 eg resonance. The position of the characteristic d−d transition is indicated.
(c) Intensity ratio of the d−d transition to the elastic peak. A change in this normalized d−d intensity provides evidence about changes in the gap
state.

studies have implicated band gap states in a-TiO2 for the
conduction process.
ResPES allows the VB density of states for a p+ Si/a TiO2/
Ni electrode to be resolved into the partial density of states
(pDOSs) of Ti, Ni, and O. Figure 6 shows the results for the a-

diﬀerence between the t2g and eg bands can also be extracted
from the TiO2 XAS data. Figure 4a shows these data,
indicating an energy diﬀerence of 1.6 eV. Both the TEY XAS
and the constant initial state (CIS) XAS spectra of the gap
state (0−3 eV BE, Figure S11) provide further evidence for the
presence of these states and the gap state.
To illustrate the correlation between the VB gap state (XPS)
and the d−d loss feature in RiXS, both measurements were
performed on samples that did, and did not, respectively, have
a gap state. Figure S7 shows the VB and RiXS data for pristine
and then for annealed TDMAT a-TiO2. For pristine a-TiO2,
the gap state is visible in the XPS VB, and the d−d transition
peak is observed in the RiXS spectrum. Upon annealing,
however, the gap state disappeared in the XPS data and no d−
d transition was visible in RiXS.
As the X-ray attenuation length is much longer than the
IMFP for electrons, a-TiO2/M samples with increased metal
thickness were prepared for RiXS measurements on a-TiO2/Ir
and a-TiO2/Au. For a-TiO2/Ir and a-TiO2/Au interfaces
(Figure 5a,b), the gap state was visible in the RiXS data as a
characteristic d−d transition with an energy loss of 1.6 to 1.8
eV, with the elastic X-ray scattering peak at 0 eV. To obtain a
signal that is directly proportional to the intensity of the gap
state, the intensity of the d−d transition must be normalized to
that of the elastic peak. Figure 5c shows the normalized gap
state intensity and position as a function of metal coverage for
both Ir and Au contacts. No clear change was evident as the
coverage of the metal increased, suggesting that the gap state is
unaﬀected by the deposition of Ir or Au.

Figure 6. Partial density of VB states derived from titanium (red),
oxygen (blue), and nickel (gray), respectively, at the a-TiO2/Ni
interface for pristine (a) a-TiO2, (b) a-TiO2/Ni(0.3 nm), and (c) aTiO2/Ni(1.3 nm). The pDOSs are obtained by calculating the
diﬀerence between on- and oﬀ-resonance VB spectra at the Ti 2p, O
1s, and Ni 2p X-ray absorption edges. VB spectra recorded at a
photon energy of 150 eV are included as a solid black curve (Figure
S8).

4. DISCUSSION
4.1. Spectroscopic Characterization of Gap States.
Defect states in the band gap are well known for both
crystalline and amorphous samples of TiO2. Moreover, the
interactions of metals and metal oxides with crystalline TiO2
have been extensively investigated.25 We have studied the
interactions between Ni, Ir, and Au on amorphous a-TiO2
grown at low temperatures by ALD. The use of a-TiO2 to
protect semiconductor photoelectrodes in PEC devices is an
important aspect of the development of robust photoelectrodes
that can split water. Previous experimental and theoretical

TiO2/Ni interface with varying thicknesses of Ni. Pristine
TDMAT a-TiO2 shows a titanium-derived gap state at 1 eV
(Figure 6a). No change in the peak intensity was observed
between the bulk and surface-sensitive XPS measurements for
the gap state of pristine a-TiO2 (Figure S6c). The gap state is
observed by RiXS, which probes deeper into TiO2 than XPS
(Figures S7,S11), indicating that the state likely extends
throughout the bulk of a-TiO2 to the surface. Furthermore,
previous studies have shown that hole conduction occurs by a
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behavior was observed only for the a-TiO2/Ni interface,
whereas the bulk of a-TiO2 was unaﬀected.
For the thick Ni layer (1.3 nm), the external NiOx surface
protected the underlying bulk metallic phase.45 NiOx was not
initially present at the a-TiO2 interface, excluding oxidation of
Ti3+ (or Ti3+ interstitials). Oxidation of interfacial Ni would
require Ni to capture oxygens from TiO2, creating additional
oxygen vacancies in a-TiO2. Interfacial NiOx could not be
identiﬁed by XPS due to the presence of NiOx on the outer
surface. However, reduction of TiO2 by the Ni metal would
yield interfacial NiOx, consistent with the ability of the
neighboring elements Co and Fe to partially reduce TiO2 and
form a Co or Fe oxide.55,19 This behavior suggests that there
are likely to be Ti−O−Ni interactions in the interfacial region.
The observation of two gap states agrees with earlier studies
in which Cr and Co were deposited on rutile TiO2 and
analyzed in ultrahigh vacuum.19 For thin ﬁlms of Co or Cr on
TiO2, resonant X-ray spectroscopy revealed gap states at 1.0
and 2.6 eV, with the higher-energy gap state assigned to the
pDOS of Cr or Co.19 Figure 6 shows the presence of both gap
states in the pDOS of Ti for thicker ﬁlms of Ni on a-TiO2 and
shows a single gap state for bare a-TiO2. These observations
suggest that the gap state at 2.6 eV arises from an interaction
between Ti and Ni (hybridization of Ti with Ni). A close
inspection of the published Ti 2p resonant excitation VB
spectra for TiO2/Cr and TiO2/Co (see Figures 5 and 10 in
ref19) shows a small enhancement for Ti at 2.6 eV as well as a
larger enhancement for Co 2p or Cr 2p resonant excitation.19
The resonant Ni spectra for a-TiO2/Ni (1.3 nm) (Figure 6c
and Figure S10b) show increased resonant Ni emission at 2.6
eV compared to a-TiO2/Ni (0.3 nm). The increased Ni
photoemission intensity indicates that Ni also contributes to
the 2.6 eV feature.
The 2.6 eV feature observed in the VB Ti 2p edge (and its
pDOS) is aligned with an increase in the pDOS of oxygen in
the a-TiO2/Ni (1.3 nm) sample, as shown in Figure 6c. The
oxygen XAS has contributions from oxygens in both NiOx and
TiO2, whereas the appearance of the peak in both the Ti and O
pDOSs suggests that the feature is due to an interaction
between Ti and Ni via an oxygen bridge, Ti−O−Ni.
The low-energy gap state (0.7 eV) indicates partial reduction
of the a-TiO2 surface by Ni0. The shift in BE from 1 to 0.7 eV
for no Ni and 1.3 nm of Ni, respectively, is ascribed to the
changes in the Ti3+ density and/or local symmetry (Ti moved
from an octahedral position to a tetrahedral position at the
interface).27,22 The density of gap states at the a-TiO2/Ni (1.3
nm) interface between the VBM and the Fermi level energies
produces a quasi-metallic interface that enhances conduction
across this interface. Additional evidence for the existence of a
quasi-metallic interface can be obtained by monitoring the
edge position of the CIS XAS for states close to the Fermi
energy (0−3 eV). The spectra are shown in Figure S11. The
CIS spectrum of a-TiO2/Ni (1.3 nm) shows an additional
intensity at lower photon energies (<457 eV), which may
suggest some reduction of TiO2.56,57
For the a-TiO2/Ir and a-TiO2/Au systems, only a single lowenergy gap state was observed and the spectroscopy signal
associated with this state did not change after metal deposition.
4.3. Protection LayerCatalyst Band Alignment. At a
semiconductor and metal junction, thermodynamics require
equilibration of the electrochemical potentials by delocalized
charge exchange. This charge exchange results in band bending
and/or an interfacial dipole, δ, that shifts the potential between

hopping mechanism (polaron transfer) in TiO2 that uses
Ti3+/4+ sites and requires that the gap state extend throughout
the bulk.9
The resPES data showed that the gap state was not present
at the a-TiO2/Ni interface after deposition of a completely
oxidized ultrathin Ni layer (0.3 nm) (Figures 6b, 2a and Figure
S8b). Oxidation of ultrathin Ni layers by atmospheric water
and oxygen is expected, and XPS data of an ultrathin Ni layer
showed only NiOx and no Ni metal (Figure S8b). After
oxidation, NiOx can donate oxygen species to TiO2 and oxidize
the interstitial surface Ti3+ sites. This process would create a
thin interfacial layer with no Ti3+ gap states.26,27 Any reduced
NiOx−y would be reoxidized by ambient atmospheric O2 and
H2O. A previous study has shown that interstitial Ti3+ sites can
be healed by exposing the surface to an atmosphere of pure
O2.27
4.2. Interfacial Reactivity Responsible for Gap States.
The work-function of NiOx (Φ = 6.7 eV) is substantially larger
than that of metallic Ni.51,46 Although Φ may decrease upon
exposure to H2O, O2, and/or CO2, the value of Φ for Ni
contacts should be larger than Φ for a-TiO2 (Φ = 4.7 eV). A
high work-function material in contact with a-TiO2 would
reduce the charge-carrier population of a-TiO2 near the
interface by forcing electrons into the high work-function
material to produce band bending in TiO2. The loss of excess
electrons reduces the number of Ti3+ states, which would
decrease the number of conduction pathways and the rate of
hole transfer, as shown in Figure S12b.9,52,45 The bulk
properties of a-TiO2 would not be aﬀected by the loss of
Ti3+ surface sites. This expectation is consistent with NiOx
donating oxygen atoms to a-TiO2. In contrast to the results for
Ni, thin layers of Au or Ir on a-TiO2 showed no change in the
intensity of the gap state (Figure 5).
A metal deposited on TiO2 under vacuum can react as
described in eq 1
M(s) +

2y
y
1
TiO2 (s) F MxOy (s) + Ti 2O3(s)
x
x
x

Article

(1)

The thermodynamics of the reaction are controlled by the
standard heats of formation (ΔΗs) because the entropies of
formation of the oxides are small.53,25 In general, early
transition metals have more negative heats of formation than
late transition metals. The ΔΗs value increases in the order Cr
< Co < Ni, with the reaction of Cr to form Cr2O3 or Cr3O4
being slightly favorable thermodynamically.54 Deposition of Cr
under vacuum conditions onto rutile TiO2 results in the
reduction of TiO2 at the surface and oxidation of the Cr metal,
with the appearance of states within the TiO2 band gap.19
However, in the work described herein, the very thin Ni
layers (e.g., 0.3 nm) were fully oxidized in air. In this case, only
NiOx, as opposed to Ni metal, exists at the interface. The
reaction is between reduced TiO2 and NiOx, resulting in eq 1
shifting to the left and the oxidation of reduced Ti at the
interface. This results in the loss of the gap state at the
interface for the 0.3 nm Ni sample.
For Ni thickness >0.3 nm, Ni at the a-TiO2 interface was
metallic. The XPS depth proﬁling revealed the presence of the
metallic Ni phase under the electrochemically stable NiOx
surface layer (Figure S8).45 In this case, resPES showed two
gap states at the a-TiO2/Ni interface, with binding energies of
0.7 and 2.6 eV (Figure 6c). The two states eﬀectively ﬁlled the
energy range between the VBM and the Fermi level. This
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Figure 7. Band energy diagrams for a-TiO2/M (5 nm) with M = nickel (a), M = iridium (b), and M = gold (c). All numeric values are in eV. δ is
the interface dipole energy diﬀerence between TDMAT a-TiO2 and the metal. The hashed region between the VBM and CBM in a-TiO2 indicates
the position of the gap state with the FWHM taken as its width. The values are also listed in Table S1. Gaussian peaks of the a-TiO2/M interface
illustrate the peak proﬁle of the defect band.

consistent with the observed low conductivity of a-TiO2/Ir
contacts.
The a-TiO2/Au interface showed no change in BE of the Ti
2p core levels and thus no upward band bending. The ﬂat-band
condition results in a lack of an electric ﬁeld in TiO2 that can
propel holes toward the Au interface. This behavior is
consistent with the observed low conductance of the aTiO2/Au system compared to the other two contacts. In
addition, the a-TiO2/Au system only conducted holes to the
electrolyte for Au layers ≥10 nm in thickness. Thin layers of
gold (≤ 5 nm) instead consisted of individual nanoparticles
and showed negligible current (Figure S2).
4.4. Mixed Surface Barrier. In the a-TiO2/Au nanoparticle system, a-TiO2 contacts both the electrolyte and the
Au nanoparticles and consequently produces nonuniform
barrier heights (“pinch-oﬀ”) under an applied bias.61 Figure
S4b shows the calculated potential inside TiO2 for a 20 nm
gold particle on the surface of a-TiO2 under +1 V bias with
periodic boundary conditions, with the respective band
alignment shown in Figure S4c. The observations indicate
upward bending in a-TiO2 under the bulk electrolyte and
downward band bending in a-TiO2 under the Au nanoparticle.
This behavior indicates an additional barrier for hole transport
from a-TiO2 to the metal nanoparticle, with the observed
current dictated by the energetics of the a-TiO2/electrolyte
junction.
Previous studies have indicated that a shift in the applied
bias at a-TiO2/electrolyte systems is compensated by band
bending in a-TiO2 close to the electrolyte interface. Thus, a
positive bias applied to a-TiO2 will move the Fermi level below
the bottom of the a-TiO2 gap state (Figure S12a).45,52 This
behavior results in depopulation of the gap state at the
interface and formation of a thin depletion region with no Ti3+
sites, thus blocking hole transport. Consistently, no interfacial
current was observed under these conditions.

the semiconductor bulk and the metal by the diﬀerence in the
unequilibrated electrochemical potentials. The energy band
proﬁle relationships at a junction can be determined from XPS
core-level and VB spectroscopy measurements in conjunction
with UPS work-function measurements.58 Because of the
relatively small sampling depth of XPS, our approach involved
measurement of diﬀerences between the VBM and core-level
BE59,60 in conjunction with monitoring the variations of the
well-deﬁned core-level BE positions during step-by-step
deposition of the metal with thicknesses between 5 and 30
Å.58,60 However, changes in the oxidation state, interfacial
reactions, and lateral inhomogeneities have to be taken into
account. The trend in the change of the Ti 2p3/2 core-level BE
as a function of metal thickness is shown in Figure 3b. These
changes in core-level BE reﬂect changes in band bending in aTiO2 close to the Ni interface as shown in Figure 7. Additional
values extracted from XPS and UPS measurements (Figures 2
and 3) and from resPES (Figures 4,5) are collectively listed in
Table S1.
Figure 7a−c shows the band proﬁles for a-TiO2/M with M =
Ni, Ir, or Au, as calculated by methods described previously.10
Both a-TiO2/Ni and a-TiO2/Ir have upward band bending at
the interface, whereas a-TiO2/Au has negligible band bending.
In all three cases, the a-TiO2 gap state is an intrinsic property
of a-TiO2 and thus extends throughout a-TiO2. A previous
study revealed that for thick Ni layers in a-TiO2/Ni devices,
the band bending in a-TiO2 at the interface is ﬁxed and
independent of the applied potential in the electrolyte.45 At the
interface, the gap state ﬁlls the energy space between the VBM
and Fermi level (Figure 7a). For thin layers, Ni was completely
oxidized, and no interfacial gap state was detected (Figure 6b),
which results in a thin interfacial layer that blocks the transport
of holes from a-TiO2 to the nickel catalyst. This behavior
agrees with the lack of conduction observed in dc conductivity
measurements of a-TiO2/NiOx contacts (Figure S2a, up to 0.7
nm).
For the a-TiO2/Ir contact, only one gap state was detected
at the interface, with a surface dipole that increased the band
bending in a-TiO2. The increased band bending causes the
Fermi energy to pass through the top half of the gap state at
the interface and results in an a-TiO2 layer with a reduced
Ti3+concentration at the Ir interface (see also Figure S12).
Since, charge transport is governed by a hopping mechanism,
the rate is a function of the product of the concentrations of
Ti4+ and Ti3+. Consequently, a reduction in Ti3+ sites produces
a decrease in the conduction current. The lack of a quasimetallic channel, and the low charge carrier density, is

5. CONCLUSIONS
The conduction behavior between “leaky” a-TiO2 photoanode
protection layers and metal catalysts (Ir, Ni, and Au) has been
investigated in detail. Work-function diﬀerences between aTiO2 and the metal provide a guideline for band alignment at
the a-TiO2/M interface.9 A metal with a work-function less
than that of a-TiO2 generally exhibits high interfacial
conductivity. However, the reactivity of the metal, its ability
to oxidize or reduce interfacial a-TiO2, and/or the ability to
hybridize with Ti can aﬀect the interfacial conductivity.
Resonant X-ray spectroscopy revealed a critical interaction
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between a-TiO2 and Ni. For deposited Ni thickness of 0.3 nm,
exposure to air fully oxidizes the Ni metal to NiOx. The NiOx
can in turn oxidize the Ti3+ hopping sites in a-TiO2 that block
the transfer of holes to the Ni catalysts. Alternatively, Ni
thickness of ≥1.3 nm protects Ni at the a-TiO2 interface from
oxidation and prevents oxidation of the Ti3+ hopping sites. The
bands in a-TiO2 are bent upward at the surface, which pushes
holes toward the Ni interface. Furthermore, interactions
between a-TiO2 and Ni induce the formation of a second
gap state in a-TiO2 at the Ni contact. The band bending
pushes holes through the a-TiO2 layer, while the increased gap
state density at the interface of the Ni catalyst provides a quasimetallic ohmic contact between the phases. These changes
result in the high conduction observed in the a-TiO2/Ni
system.
For the a-TiO2/Ir system, the dipole at the surface increases
the amount of band bending to the extent that the gap state is
partially depleted. This reduces the conductivity through aTiO2, that together with the single gap state at the catalyst
surface decreases the charge carrying capacity of the system.
Furthermore, nonreactive metals that form nanoparticles, for
example, Au, can lead to complete loss of catalytic current due
to “pinch-oﬀ” eﬀects that form a barrier for holes under anodic
conditions.
The data suggest that the three characteristics of a highly
conductive interface between a-TiO2 and a metal contact are:
(1) a “reductive” layer that does not oxidize the “leaky” aTiO2; (2) upward band bending that pushes holes toward the
surface but does not push the Fermi level below the defect
band in a-TiO2; and (3) an increase in the a-TiO2 density of
states to provide a quasi-metallic interface with the metal.
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